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About Miral
Miral was established in May 2011 with a mandate to help enable Abu
Dhabi’s entertainment and leisure vision for 2030. In line with this
mandate, Miral conceives, develops, manages and promotes ambitious &
diverse leisure, tourism and lifestyle experiences that positively impact
people from around the world and the future of Abu Dhabi.
Today, Miral is responsible for the promotion of Yas Island and Saadiyat
Island to global markets, the management of Yas Island’s leisure and
entertainment attractions, and the development of significant land
banks on Yas Island and in Abu Dhabi that have been placed under its
care.
In the medium-term, Miral has been tasked with the continued
development of Yas Island’s leisure and entertainment portfolio –
including theme parks, hospitality and lifestyle assets – as well as
destinations and strategic projects across Abu Dhabi.

Application Overview

In a bid to streamline our procurement activities as well as enhance
collaboration between Miral Experiences and its supply chain, Miral has
embarked on a journey to create an online environment where visibility
and efficiency are at the forefront of procurement operations.
Using the power of Oracle Fusion, the Miral Supplier Portal gives you
access to a secure, integrated work area that provides full visibility to
transactions and offers closed loop collaboration with Miral Experiences
and its associated entities.
With the now-online supplier portal and procurement functionalities,
you will be able to:
• Acknowledge blanket purchase agreements, contract purchase
agreements and purchase orders
• Submit change orders
• Submit advanced shipment notice (ASN) and Invoices.

In the longer-term Miral’s ambition is to be the region’s most impactful
and influential leisure, tourism and lifestyle entity. Below is an indicative
listing of some of the assets within Miral’s portfolio.
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A. Blanket/Contract Purchase Agreement Acknowledgement
After logging in, you will need to navigate to the Supplier Portal and click on the Manage Agreements hyperlink in the task column on the left side of the page as shown below to
access your agreements:
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1. This will take you to the Manage Agreements page where you can Search for your agreements and choose the required agreement through its hyperlink:
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2. You will be directed to the selected agreement’s page where you can see the status as Pending Supplier Acknowledgement. To begin acknowledging the agreement, click on the
Acknowledge button on the top right of the screen

Note: this page can also be accessed through the home screen by clicking on the bell icon on the top right corner of your screen which will show you the pending action to
acknowledge the agreement – click on the notification hyperlink to get redirected to the Agreement Acknowledgement screen
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3. The acknowledgement page below will allow you to view the agreement details in the page itself or through PDF, as well as perform various activities :

 Accept by clicking on the Accept
button
 Reject by filling out the
Acknowledgement Note field in the
terms section and Rejection Reason
field in the Schedules section and
clicking on the Reject button
 Check document Notes and
Attachments
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4. Once the document has been accepted the agreement status would be changed from Pending Supplier Acknowledgement to Open and you will be redirected to your Supplier
Portal page
Purchase Orders can now be processed basis the acknowledged BPA (Blanket Purchase Agreement) or CPA (Contract Purchase Agreement)

You can navigate to the Manage Agreements page through the Supplier Portal page and search for your required agreement to check the released amount against the agreed
amount
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B. Blanket/Contract Purchase Agreement Change Order
1. To perform a change order to the acknowledged agreement, simply click on the Actions button on the top right of the selected Agreement page and click on Edit from the
dropdown

This will trigger a change order and will direct you to the Edit Change Order page
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2. On this change order’s edit page, you will be able to:

 Change the line item’s Price
 Change the line item’s Expiration Date
 Click on the ‘ ’ icon to edit line details and
price breaks
 Click on the ‘+’ icon to add a line item
 Click on the ‘
’ icon to Duplicate a line
item
 Click on the ‘X’ icon to Remove a line item

Once done with your changes, be sure to update the description for the change order on the top left of the page and the change reason on the bottom right and Submit to
Miral for approval
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3. Miral can also perform change orders on the agreement – upon doing so, you will receive a notification through the bell icon informing you of the same

You can similarly check the status of your change order by searching for your agreement in the Manage Agreements page once again – this will show you the Change Order
that is pending approval or acknowledgement. Click on the Change Order number as shown above to proceed to the change order acknowledgment page
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4. Once there you can see the change order details and perform the acknowledgement as shown previously for the initial agreement.
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C. Purchase Order Acknowledgement
Upon logging in, you can click on the bell icon on the top right corner of your screen which will show you the pending action to acknowledge your Purchase Order:

1. Click on the notification line hyperlink to open the document pop-up
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2. In the pop up window, you will be able to see an overview of the Purchase order, select the Review and Acknowledge hyperlink as to proceed to the Acknowledgement Document
page
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You can also access the Acknowledge Document page by navigating to it through the Manage Orders hyperlink in the task column on the supplier portal page and searching for
the Purchase Order – similarly to what was as shown in the Agreements example:
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3. The acknowledgement page below will allow you to view the purchase order details in the page itself or through PDF, as well as perform various activities:

 Accept by clicking on the Accept button
 Reject by filling out the Acknowledgement
Note field in the terms section and Rejection
Reason field in the Schedules section and
clicking on the Reject button
 Check document Notes and Attachments
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D. Advanced Shipment Notice
1. Once document has been accepted the Purchase Order status would be changed to Open and you will be redirected to your Supplier Portal page, click Create ASN (Advanced Shipment
Notice) in the Tasks Column on the left side of the screen to navigate to the Create ASN page, you can also create advanced payment requests (BPA or non BPA) through this task: as well

Creating an ASN will allow you to inform Miral of the expected arrival date of the deliverable/shipment and in return will you to create an invoice once the shipment has been received
Search for the required Purchase Order, select it and click on Create ASN button to proceed to the Create ASN Details
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2. Once on the Create ASN Details page, you will be able to fill out the required deliverable/shipment details and submit it to Miral:
 Fill out the required fields as shown below
 You can also split deliverable/shipments by selecting the Actions button and choosing Split Line

Selecting Split Line from the Actions button drop down will allow you to duplicate the first line and split the deliverable/shipment in case your items will be coming in separately
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Be sure to specify the Quantity per line so that the total number allocated to the split lines matches the Ordered Quantity displayed in Ordered Quantity column – not doing so
will result in an error and would require you to correct it
Click the Submit button on the upper right corner of the screen to submit your ASN and send a notification to Miral on the ASN and the incoming deliverable/shipment(s) who can
then receive the deliverable/shipment through the system
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3. You can check your deliverable/shipment status by going to your Supplier Portal page and clicking on the Manage Shipment hyperlink in the Task Column, this will direct you to
the Manage Shipments page below

Click on the deliverable/shipment hyperlink to navigate to the Edit Shipment page
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Here you can check if the deliverable/shipment has been flagged as received by Miral team
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4. At any point before the deliverable/shipment has been received by Miral, you can also cancel your deliverable/shipment notice by:
 clicking on the Cancel Shipment button on the top right of the Edit Shipment page.
 You can also cancel deliverable/shipment line by line if you have created split deliverable/shipment lines by selecting the line you wish to cancel and clicking on the
Cancel Shipment Line button

Note: Cancelling deliverable/shipment or deliverable/shipment line will notify Miral of the same and will remove the ASN or ASN line from your deliverable/shipment log
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E. Invoicing a received shipment
Once Miral has received your deliverable/shipment, you will be able to create an invoice against the purchase order
1. To do so, navigate to the Supplier Portal and scroll down to find the Create Invoice task – click on the same to proceed
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2. This will take you to the Create Invoice page where you can create your invoice against the received deliverable/shipment and associated PO – to start you need to fill in the
header information as shown below:







Select the PO against which the invoice will be created – this will auto – populate address, supplier site and customer tax payer ID and invoice currency
Specify the unique invoice Number
Indicate the Date when the invoice must be registered
Choose if the Invoice is standard or a credit memo
Add any Attachment required by Miral, such as Delivery Note
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3. Next you will be creating a line for the invoice in the Lines section, to do so click on the ‘

‘ icon

 Here you can specify the PO against which the invoice will be matched – this will also allow you to match multiple PO
 Specify the invoice line Creation Date
 Indicate Consumption Advice
Once you have done the above, click on Apply to create the line for the selected PO

Note: you can continue adding PO lines if there are multiple POs that need to be matched to this invoice
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4. Your PO lines for this invoice have now been listed, and the quantity shown will be matching the quantity that has been received by Miral
 Click on the Invoice Actions button on the top right of the screen and then select on Calculate Tax from the dropdown to automatically create the required tax lines

Tax lines shown below cannot be modified
Click on Submit to finish creating your Invoice to and send it to Miral
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Thank you.
Miral HQ, Yas Island – Opp. Warner Bros.™ World Abu Dhabi
PO Box 147774, Abu Dhabi - United Arab Emirates
T +971 2 406 8888 F +971 2 4068899 E info@miral.ae

www.miral.ae

